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Product Product Code Pads per Box

Sacrum/Ankle KPRO40 1

Heel KPRO30 2

Sheet 4 x 4 x 0.1 in KPRO10 5

Sheet 4 x 4 x 0.5 in KPRO20 5

Strips 12 x 2 x 0.1 in KPRO50 5

Strips 20 x 1 x 0.1 in KPRO60 5

CH14008–US REV2

The cost effectiveness of KerraPro
KerraPro pads are comfortable, yet durable, shown to withstand 

continuous washing – enabling them to be reused on the same patient.

The superpowers of silicone
Silicone is incredibly stable, resists compression 

extremely well and is odorless, making it the ideal 

material for KerraPro Pressure Reducing Pads.



How KerraPro® protects
KerraPro Pressure Reducing Pads help protect the skin in at-risk patients 
as part of a pressure ulcer prevention program. Our shaped pads are 
made from 100% silicone. Silicone is flexible, hardwearing and has the 
ability to redistribute pressure to protect the skin on bony prominences 
such as the heel or sacrum.

Where the skin rests against the bed 

or other surface, pressure builds.

With KerraPro in place, the pressure is 

absorbed and dissipated throughout 

the pad.

The range
KerraPro is available in a range of shapes and thicknesses 
for a variety of applications.
KerraPro should only be used on intact or recently healed skin to 
protect it from pressure ulcers.

4 x 4 in Sheet  0.1 or 0.5 in thick
KerraPro Sheets can be used flat or folded, and easily cut to 
the required shape and size for a variety of applications: 
cushion the head and shoulder blades; reduce pressure 
between  knees and ankles; and protect wrists and hands.
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Sacrum/Ankle
Perfectly shaped to reduce pressure in the sacral area, 
KerraPro Sacrum/Ankle provides comfort and protection in 
particularly bony areas such as the shoulders, shoulder blades, 
hips and ankles. 
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0.1in thick Strip 20 x 1 in or 12 x 2 in
KerraPro Strips can be cut to the required length to provide 
protection when using healthcare equipment such as face 
masks and tubes. Versatile and flexible, they can also be used 
as hand, finger, wrist, foot, toe and ankle wraps.

Heel
KerraPro Heel can be used with the silicone shaped pad directly 
underneath the heel  1  or with the shaped pad at the back of 
the heel  2 . It is also effective in areas such as shoulders, knees 
and elbows.
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KerraPro effectively redistributes this pressure1, dissipating it over 

the pad to protect the skin from pressure ulcers.

The red in the images indicates higher amounts of pressure while blue indicates a lower amount of pressure. 
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In an in vitro lab test, multiple products 
were tested to observe the pressure 
reduction using a pressure sensing mat. 
On one heel, a “pressure reducing” 
product was used. The other heel 
(control) had nothing between the heel 
and the mat.


